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Session 2
Monday 24th January 2022 - Dragon Descriptions

Creative Game

As usual, the show begins with a game for children to play.
Make sure that they have their notebooks and pencils ready
and listen carefully. The game does NOT involve using the
padlet. The games can be played in pairs or solo, as a group or
class. Get everyone to make notes as Pie and David play the
game. Then there will be a pause of a few minutes – a ‘timer’
will be onscreen giving a countdown. The teacher settles the
class to having a go at playing the games. The idea of the games
is to get everyone involved and buzzing with ideas, warming up
the language and creative thought before going into the main
course! It is worth noting that sometimes the games can be
written up later as whole pieces of writing. They should gather
all their ideas in one notebook so that this becomes a store of
language and ideas that can be drawn upon when writing.
Children at home either play with a sibling or parent or write
ideas rapidly in their notebooks.

Today’s Game – 10 things you can do with…
The Objective – to generate rapidly a list of creative ideas.

Warm up the imagination and get ideas buzzing with this
creative starter. The challenge is to think of different things that
you could do with everyday things, e.g. a lake, a star, a crescent
moon, a cloud, a tree, lightning, a car wheel, a planet, a comb,
a leaf, a laugh, an umbrella, a plate, a table, a rainbow, a
pylon, a parrot, a city, etc. You might want to write up this list
of possibilities or photocopy this simple diagram for their
books:
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10 things to do with a Rainbow

You can-
wear it as a hairband,
turn it into a moustache,
use it as a bridge to cross a river,
throw it as a boomerang,
slide down its colours,
use it as a paint box,
slice into chunks and serve up at a party,
use it as a skipping rope,
wear it as a multi-coloured grin,
throw it to a friend instead of a frisbee.
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Children’s Audio – encourage children to listen carefully to the
reading as it was chosen because it was well written but also
because it was read aloud effectively. Later on, get the class to
discuss why they think the reading was chosen. Discuss most
effective images, ideas or turn of phrase and discuss why it
worked. During the performance, children should take notes of
any words, phrases or ideas that they thought were effective.
The Objective – to listen attentively, enjoy and reflect on what makes good writing
and performance.

Padlet – children have a few minutes to complete one or more
‘post it notes’ to describe the image of a lizard… which we are
pretending is a dragon. The challenge is to look at different
aspects of the pictures and suggest what it might look like/
remind them of. For instance, the eye might be like – a moon, a
black sun, a porthole, a tennis ball, a plate, etc. This is a form of
pretending – we are pretending that the spines are like a shark’s
teeth. Children write a creative sentence using a simile to
describe:

Eye The ebony eye stares like a dread full stop.
Spines Sharp spines jut up like a staircase of shark’s

teeth.
Mouth Its mouth is clenched like a vice.
Skin Rough skin hangs in folds like leathery

bubblewrap.
The
stripe

A dark stripe bleeds from its eye like a flash of
night.

Claws Curved claws like scimitars dig into the earth.
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● Remind them to extended ideas. So that ‘the skin is rough’
becomes: ‘the skin is like rough sandpaper sagging as it
clings to the dragon’s skeleton.’

● Remind them to use accurate punctuation.
● If you have a very young class or reluctant writers who

lack confidence, ideas could be co-constructed in pairs or
as a class and posted by the teacher.

● Remind children and adults to use refresh button at the
top of the page so that they can see their post-it note
appear – as each note is moderated, they will not all
appear during the session but will appear later once
moderated.

The Objective – to begin writing extended, descriptive sentences using similes that
are correctly punctuated.

Jotcast activity – Observation Writing - This activity prepares
the children for the blog post that they will write. The focus is
on writing creative sentences to describe what a dragon is like.
Pie explains how to look at or imagine carefully whatever you
are writing about and notice key details. Then write a
descriptive sentence about each detail, to bring it alive. In this
way, you can produce a simple description of anything so that
the reader can picture the subject. A simple grid in their books
might be useful, e.g.

Eyes
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Skin

Jaws

Teeth

Tongue

Scales

Spine

Wings

Talons

Claws

To get everyone started, Pie will read aloud the model poem
(see below) which could be stuck in their books prior to the
session – make sure the children take notes and you could
model this on the board – listen for ideas and approaches that
can be used by the class, e.g. introduce the subject in the first
line; pick out a few key details; write a descriptive sentence for
each detail; keep rereading to check it flows; avoid repetition
and cliché; choose each word with care, etc.

Remind the children to draw on key writing techniques:

● simile - ‘like’ or ‘as’
● metaphor – marble eyes
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● personification – its skin whispers death…
● ‘name it’ – tarantula not spider
● alliteration – repeating similar sounds

Objective – observe details and write descriptive sentences to capture an image

Gallery Challenge – draw a dragon.
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Rough sketch before painting.
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Blogging Activity – Create a descriptive poem about a dragon
Create a dragon poem, describing different parts of the their
dragon, using their imagination and any images provided.
Most of this part of the session will be focused on getting
children to respond to each other’s blogs.
Objective – write a descriptive poem based on close observation, using detail to bring
picture alive for the reader.  Type of Writing –  observational poetic writing

Audio Challenge – If children want to record their own blog
ensure that they have read it aloud a number of times. They
should read it slowly and clearly with expression. This could be
worked on in pairs or threes so that children can develop their
performance.

Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes
on the internet. This is for your use in your classroom.  © Pie
Corbett 2020
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The Dragon

The dragon pauses,

as still as granite.

Its empty eyes stare,

as dark as space

diamonds.

A tense tail curls

round glittering gems.

Its rusted scales

scrape together

as it slithers towards

you.

It opens stale jaws

and a row of jagged

teeth

like ragged rocks

clack and click.

The dragon’s claws dig

into plates of gold

and rustles silver coins.

Leathery wings stretch

Catching the wind’s

uplift,

Swirling into the sky.

Leaving behind,

a glimmer of fiery breath

a shimmer of fear.

Pie Corbett
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Dragon Descriptions

Look on the internet to find a wealth of dragon images and paintings.
These could be used for short-burst descriptive writing. To do this, the
children will need to observe the images carefully, use their imaginations
to create new possibilities and express these by using powerful
descriptive language, drawing on imagery to create a vivid picture for the
reader.

Be wary of asking children to write rhyming poems. It is too hard for
most adults, let alone a child, and leads into children writing untruthful
lines as they try to force a rhyme, e.g.

The dragon stood with bulging eyes,
He was a massive size
And he was also very wise
As he saw the prize

Here is a list of key strategies and a few ideas for getting children to write
powerful poetic writing that avoid the dangers of rhyme and focuses on
using language powerfully. When children are writing, the following
conditions are important:

● total silence
● focused concentration
● write hard and fast
● give a time limit of ten minutes to create a sense of urgency
● no dictionaries or thesauruses
● have your best go at spelling and put a dotted line underneath a

word if you are unsure but do not dodge words
● draw on shared writing for pattern
● use an toolkit
● draw on and move beyond the class brainstorm

a. List poem.

List poems are the easiest poetry form and have been used by poets for
hundreds of years. To write a dragon list poem, make a list of the key
parts of the dragon that you want to write about, e.g. head, eyes, scales,
claws, jaws, teeth, tail, wings, etc. You then just need a simple repeating
phrase to start each line, e.g. The dragon’s xxxx .  Then use well-chosen
adjectives, powerful verbs and some simple effects to build a picture for
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the reader, e.g. alliteration, simile using ‘like’ or ‘as’, metaphor and
personification. Here is an example from work Pie did in a year 1 class.

The dragon’s bulging head
is bigger than a bus.

The dragon’s scarlet eyes glow
like scarlet headlamps.

The dragon’s silver scales
are tougher than diamonds.

The dragon’s cruel claws curve
like crescent moons.

The dragon’s mighty jaws
Crunches bones like candy.

The dragon’s jagged tail can knock
blocks of flats over
with one swipe….

List poems can be written about almost any topic that interests the
children. This might be fantasy, as in the above example, or about real
experiences. The strength of the approach is that there is a simple
structure that allows the child to be creative. The format provides a coat
hanger for their ideas. At the same time, they are learning to use
well-chosen words, sound effects and imagery to build an effective
picture.

Supposing a child chooses a different frame? Naomi wrote this simple list
poem when she was 9 years old. She called the poem ‘Space Dragon’ and
her mind slipped away from the dragon into writing a list describing the
night. On this occasion, it seemed to right to let her continue.

Space Dragon

In space the darkness is pitch black.

Like a night scenery,

Like a gorilla’s hand,

Stretching over the universe,
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Like a cinema with no lights on.

Like a blackboard with no writing.

In space the darkness is pitch black.

b. Spine poem

Spine poems build on ‘list poems’ but do not use a repeating phrase. This
simple approach involves making a simple list of parts of the dragon’s
body – head, eyes, scales, claws, tail, etc. Use this as a basis for a simple
poem in which you take each party of the dragon and create a
descriptive line or sentence.  A model is not needed as the technique is
so strong that it provides the writing structure. You can see in this model
that I have selected key details and described them one by one.

A shimmer of frost

From its fetid lair,

the dragon’s soulless eyes glare,

glittering like dark diamonds.

Its thorny tail sways.

Grazing the ground,

Metallic scales creak.

Yawning, the dragon bares

its yellowed tusks;

rows of jagged teeth,
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jut from greedy jaws

ready to crunch and munch.

Curved claws carve flesh.

Bones lie scattered,

the deadliest of dice.

Wings, like gigantic sails,

clatter in the icy wind.

The dragon’s scales catch

the sun’s cold rays

in a shimmer of frost.

Deadly,

it casts the lost shadows of grief,

the wind caught in its red teeth.

Pie Corbett

We were in Australia when we saw
this lizard and I knew that it would fascinate children. Pie’s used these
pictures many times and children always respond to them. There is
enough detail in the pictures to create interesting poetic lines of
description. The shared writing that follows was made with year 2
children in St Joseph’s Primary in Brent. Notice:
● The first line introduces the subject to the reader;
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● We describe key details in turn, e.g. skin, scales, body, spikes, skin,
stripe, claws;

● We use well-chosen adjectives, powerful verbs;
● Use of similes to build the picture;
● Drawing/ sketching an outline of something such as the spikes can

help children create an image;
● Using a simile such as ‘the eye is like a pearl’ to generate a new

adjective, e.g. the pearl eye.

The session was very focused with the children on the carpet. Pie asked
them to choose a detail and generate lots of ideas, choosing the most
powerful. Some times this involves the children selecting which they feel
works most effectively.

Xfilious, the following poem was written during shared writing with a
year 5 class. You can see the simple structure as we described different
aspects of the dragon. Both Shakercraft and Xfilious use the same
approach but you can see that the standard differs.

Shakercraft

The sea dragon stares.

Scaly skin covers

Its prickly body,

Blending with brittle leaves.

A pearl eye,

Like an eclipse,

Blinks.

Sharp, white spikes stick out

Like needle shark’s teeth.

Black skin

As dark as a tunnel

At night,
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Like a striped

Scar across its head.

This sort of writing is a simple
and highly effective
preparation for writing
narrative. This shortburst
writing provides a bank of
language and ideas for story
writing.

Shared writing Story writing

Shakercraft

Scaly skin covers

Its prickly body,

Blending with brittle leaves.

A pearl eye,

Like an eclipse,

Blinks.

Sharp, white spikes stick

out

Like needle shark’s teeth.

Black skin

As dark as a tunnel

Tjah turned the corner and there

stood Shakercraft, the mighty

dragon!

Scaly skin covered his prickly

body. A single pearl eye blinked

like an eclipse as he stared back

at her. Sharp, white spikes stuck

out from his spine like needle

shark’s teeth. A strip of black

skin, dark as a tunnel at night,

scarred his head.

She watched as Shakercraft’s

clean, hard claws gripped the

earth and he crept towards her.

Tjah shuddered and stepped
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At night,

Like a striped

Scar across its head.

Clean, hard claws

Grip (grab) the earth

As it creeps

Up to its

Peaceful, poisonous prey.

back… but her way was blocked.

Then the dragon spoke, “I see you

have come,” he hissed.

Xfilious

Its scarlet eyes

scan the

pitch undergrowth,

like crystal flames

flickering, curved like

a curious cave,

possessed by mysteries.

Its jagged jaws

crawl, grinding

broken bones,

shredding fascinating

flesh!

Dagger teeth

drip with venom

drizzling disaster

every stormy step it takes.

Scarred scales

are like dreaded diamonds

flexing, glistening in the
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moonlight,

like shattered

mirrors of misery.

Curved talons grip,

illuminated menacingly

by stunned stars -

crafted by brutal blades.

Scalpel spines slope,

zigzagging wildly

like a staircase of

shark fins.

Crouching

at the monstrous mouth

of its lethal lair,

Xfilious

glares

into the petrified eyes

of darkness and

whispers words of warning...

c. Class Brainstorm

A classic poetry session involves two key elements – a focus and a
brainstorm. For dragons, any class will be spoiled for choice given the
internet’s obsession with dragons. Choose an image that provides plenty
of interesting detail – this is your writing focus. Begin with a class
brainstorm. Consider the following:
● be very rapid;
● push the children to observe carefully what they can see;
● draw on other ideas from their imagination;
● generate as many words, phrases and ideas as possible.
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The children should use their magpie books to note ideas down. The
teacher is working very rapidly, jotting contributions down on the
flipchart as rapidly as possible so the handwriting will be second best!
Push the children to look at different parts of the dragon – eyes, teeth,
scales, etc. Push for alternative words and ideas. Push them to think
about how it moves, how it flies, what it might be wondering. Make sure
to ask them for images, “What does it look like? What does it remind you
of?” The brainstorm should only last up to about 10 minutes. The
flipchart or board should be smothered in 100 + words. The more words
generated, the better.

This process provides a word and ideas bank. The collection will also act
as a catalyst for generating other words, ideas and images. It provides a
spelling bank for the less confident. Primarily though, the teacher is
training the children to look at an experience and then generate words
that might be useful to respond to, explore and recreate that experience.
Without the ability to generate words and ideas, no one can write. The
more that a class brainstorms together, the more proficient they become
at generating possibilities independently. In the end, brainstorming
becomes an independent habit and the class draw increasingly on the
vocabulary they have learned and develop the ability to activate their
internal, dormant vocabulary.
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The teacher then models writing a descriptive class poem, taking
suggestions and building the poem on a flipchart. Here is a poem from a
brainstorm done with year 5/6.  Notice the internal rhymes.
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Listen –

silver eyes glisten

like steel obsidian.

Congealed blood

smothers its hunger-cursed

talons –

jutting out like

the blade of the reaper’s scythe,

a rusted hook.

Rook-night wings

slice through the midnight skies;

its rook-rasping roar,

summons death.

Richard’s poem was written when he was in year 5, drawing on the class
brainstorm. You can see how he is observing different details but
beginning to develop his own voice and approach.

The Spectacle

A spectacle he was,

Murderously glittering

With his golden glint of terror

In the darkness of the single eye.

His nose was blistered and scorched

By the blaze of his flame.

That body was slim,

His wings large and ragged.

Feet were muscular.

Could take down a skyscraper

With a tap of his claw.

He lives with an imp

In the centre of a volcano,

Heating the lava for welding.

By Richard Tuff – Year 5, Tunbury C.P. School 1984
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Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes on the internet. This is
for your use in your classroom or at home.  © Pie Corbett 2021
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